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What is a Set?

• A set is an unordered collection of objects
  – Long history in math with definitions for various operations and relations: subset, superset, intersection, union, etc.

• Python's implementation of sets
  – No indices (sets are unordered)
  – No duplicate objects (there is no way to distinguish a 2\textsuperscript{nd} instance of the same item)
  – mutable (like lists)
    • Immutable version of sets: \textit{frozenset}

• Sets vs Lists
  – Sets are better models of some types of problems than lists
  – Lists are more versatile and can usually handle set-oriented problems, with a few modifications, e.g., if duplicate elements are eliminated.

• I will not require sets in the homework or in tests (though if you choose to use them to solve a problem, that is OK)
Set Syntax, Methods, Functions

• Curly brackets around elements with commas in between
  – my_set = {1,2,3}

• Adding elements (.add and .update)
  – my_set.add(4) ## duplicate elements do not get added

• Removing an element
  – my_set.discard(9) ## no error if element is not there
  – my_set.remove(9) ## error if element is not there

• Set operations from math
  – set1.union(set2)
  – set1.intersection(set2)
  – set1.difference(set2)
More Set Syntax, Methods, Functions

• Boolean tests for membership, subset, superset
  – 1 in set1 ## membership
  – set1.issubset(set2)
  – set1.issuperset(set2)
• len(set1) → number of elements
• loop for item in set: ## similar to list, order is not important
  print(item)
• set(sequence) ## coerces sequences into a set
What is a Dictionary in Python?

- Dictionaries consist of sets of key/value pairs
  - For example, the key 'book' currently has the value 'noun'
- Not ordered. Look up by keyword, not by index like sequences.
- Why have a dictionary?
  - Store large amounts of information that has no natural order.
- Examples
  - Words: part of speech (noun, verb, etc.), definitions, pronunciation, etc. (Lexicons)
  - Sports player: statistics
  - Food: ingredients
  - Medicine: side effects
  - Telephone books (or reverse telephone books)
Dictionary Syntax

• Syntax – instances of key : value, separated by commas
  – Keys must be immutable: string, number, tuple, etc.

• A dictionary can be initialized as follows:
  ```python
  my_dictionary = {'eat' : 'verb', 'book' : 'noun', 'orange' : 'adjective'} # with values
  my_dictionary2 = {} # empty
  ```

• Items can be looked up in a dictionary, as follows:
  ```python
  my_dictionary['eat']
  my_dictionary.get('eat')
  ```
  – If key is not in dictionary, these give error
  – Keys in dictionaries function similarly to the way indices function in lists (lookup, setting values)

• To check if item is in dictionary:
  ```python
  'eat' in my_dictionary
  ```

• Items can be added or changes as follows:
  ```python
  my_dictionary2['book'] = 'noun'
  ```

• Dictionaries are mutable (like lists)
  – Changing a variable pointing to a dictionary changes the dictionary
Dictionary Methods and Functions

• Methods for displaying contents of dictionary:
  – dictionary.items(), dictionary.keys(), dictionary.values()

• Functions for changing dictionary:
  – dictionary.clear() – erases contents
  – my_dictionary.update([["bear","common_noun"], ["friendly","adjective"]]) – argument can be sequence or dictionary – all pairs are added
  – my_dictionary.pop("book") removes item/returns value
  – my_dictionary.popitem() removes/returns arbitrary key/value pair

• Copying: my_dictionary.copy()

• len(dictionary) → number of elements in a dictionary

• for item in dictionary:  ## for loop treats dictionary as list of keys
  print(item, dictionary[item])

• 'book' in dictionary  ## True if 'book' is a key in dictionary; False otherwise
Dictionaries are Hash Tables

• The dictionary data structure is Python's implementation of a hash table, a popular data structure for mapping keys to values.

• There is a special “hash” function which maps keys to (ideally) unique places in memory. This makes it possible to “look up” the values efficiently, even though the items are not stored in sequential order.
  – Example (pretending that only sorted strings are considered and ignoring efficiency)
    • assign each character a prime number
    • assign each character length a prime number
    • for strings of multiple characters, multiply these prime numbers together

• Due to efficiency concerns, most hash functions do not map keys uniquely, but use heuristics (compromises) to get around this problem.

• Hash function are derived from keys – this can only work if the key doesn't change (different keys have different hash values).
  – Immutable objects can be hash keys (strings, numbers, tuples, etc.)
  – Mutable objects (lists, dictionaries, etc.) cannot be hash keys
  – Imagine trying to looking up a word in a physical (book) dictionary while somebody added and subtracted letters from the beginning and end of the word. Since the dictionary is in alphabetical order, its position in the dictionary would keep changing and you would have trouble finding it.

• For details see (for example) Wikipedia's entries for hash table and hash function.
Class Exercise

1. Set a global variable called telephone_book to an empty dictionary
   
   telephone_book = {}

2. Write a simple function for users to add phone numbers into telephone_book. Remember to add `key+value` to dictionary, the command is:
   
   dictionary[key] = value
   
   The keys should be names (strings) and the values should be strings consisting of numbers and hyphens, e.g., '212-123-4567'

3. Add several names (at least 5) and phone numbers to your dictionary using the function you wrote.

4. Write a function to save the phonebook in a text file

5. Revise the program so it can handle cases where one name is associated with multiple phone numbers
Random Sentence Generation Program

• Demonstration of the program

• Where the words came from
  – 1000 most common words according to: http://www.bckelk.ukfsn.org/words/uk1000.html
    • Sorted them automatically into: nouns, plural_nouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs
    • according to some dictionaries
    • also edited to work OK for simple sentences
  – Added some proper nouns also (person names, organization names, etc.)
What the Sentence Generator Does

- Generates sentences according to a set of rules (aka, a grammar).
- These rules are called phrase structure rules, commonly used in both linguistics and computer science.
- The rules consist of two types of symbols: Terminals & Nonterminals.
- Each rule consists of a symbol (a Nonterminal) followed by an arrow and a list of symbols (Terminal or Nonterminal).
- The interpretation is that the symbol before the arrow can be replaced by the symbols following the arrow.
- Terminal symbols can be replaced with random words of that type.
- The system automatically does this replacement until a list of words results.
Rules Used by Sentence Generator

- S → NP VP
- NP → DetP ADJ_SEQ NOUN_SEQ
- NP → DetP NOUN_SEQ
- NP → ADJ_SEQ plural_noun
- NP → plural_noun
- NP → Proper_noun
- DetP → NP pos
- DetP → determiner
- pos → 's
- PP → preposition NP
More Rules Used by Sentence Generator

- \text{ADJ\_SEQ} \rightarrow \text{adjective}
- \text{ADJ\_SEQ} \rightarrow \text{adjective ADJ\_SEQ}
- \text{NOUN\_SEQ} \rightarrow \text{plural\_noun}
- \text{NOUN\_SEQ} \rightarrow \text{singular\_noun}
- \text{VP} \rightarrow \text{verb}
- \text{VP} \rightarrow \text{verb NP}
- \text{VP} \rightarrow \text{verb NP PP}
- \text{VP} \rightarrow \text{adverb verb}
- \text{VP} \rightarrow \text{adverb verb NP}
- \text{VP} \rightarrow \text{adverb verb NP PP}
Some Linguistic Background

• A simple sentence is:
  – A Noun Phrase (the subject) plus a Verb Phrase

• A Verb Phrase is a verb plus a bunch of other phrases, mostly following it.

• A Noun Phrase is:
  – a determiner (optional for plurals) plus some adjectives, plus a noun (and possibly other stuff)
  – or a name (which can consist of multiple words)

• This is a simplified view of things, but sufficient for understanding this program.

• The program will produce sentences that are nearly grammatically well-formed sentences (some will be OK).

• It also produces mostly semantically strange sentences.
Dictionary Lookup for Rules

• The dictionary maps each symbol before the arrow in the rules to each of the list of the possible sequences following the arrows.

• For example, the entry for 'NP' is the following list:
  - [['DetP','ADJ_SEQ','NOUN_SEQ'],['DetP','NOUN_SEQ'],['ADJ_SEQ','plural_noun'],['proper_noun'],['plural_noun']]  

• Each terminal symbol (singular_noun, plural_noun, etc.) is linked in the dictionary to a list of all the words of that class.
Generating a Random Sentence

- To generate a random sentence, keep replacing non_terminal symbols with terminal symbols until the whole phrase consists of words. Then print out those words.
- Start by looking up S (sentence) in the dictionary
  - There is only one expansion: $S \rightarrow NP \ VP$
  - The system starts with the “stack” set to ['VP','NP']
  - Right most item (top of the stack) is popped and looked up in the dictionary: 1 of the 4 possible expansions is chosen randomly and added back in the stack, e.g., the stack may now be: ['VP', 'NOUN_SEQ', 'ADJ_SEQ' 'DetP']
  - The loop repeats, this time the next item 'DetP' is looked up.
  - Any time a word is output, it has no dictionary entry and it gets added to a new list called result. In the end we have a list of words, which is essentially the output.
- Demo with trace
Sample Program: Movie Rating System

• Problem: The current MPAA movie rating system is broken (according to the documentary *This Film is Not Yet Rated*)
  – Movies are, in effect, censored by a bunch of extremists who do not really represent the population of the U.S.

• The system is an attempt at an alternative rating system designed to help people screen movies by what they actually find offensive. As different people find different things offensive, the system is complex and does not translate into a small number of classes. Furthermore, it crowd-sources movie ratings to the actual population, not a few anonymous raters who are not accountable to the public.
Movie Rating System 2

• The Pilot Program uses an initial list of 34 traits of things that might offend somebody. Users can also add offensive traits of their own.

• Users have the option of choosing any number of trait and rating a movie from 1 to 10 with respect to its offensiveness.

• The program compiles this information in an organized way. Later versions of the program may use a standard set of traits.
Representation: a dictionary with lists of dictionaries as values

- **review_dictionary** is a dictionary of all ratings
  - Keys are names of movies
  - Values are lists of reviews for each movie
  - It can be initialized by the reviews in a file
  - Users can add reviews
  - The information can be saved in a file
  - **review_dictionary** should be a dictionary rather than a list because we cannot know which movies will be reviewed ahead of time
  - The value could be a dictionary, rather than a list if each user was associated with a key (an id number) and we wanted to prevent a user from reviewing the same movie more than once.

- Each review in the list of reviews is a dictionary
  - The keys are offensive traits and the values are ratings from 1 to 10 indicating how offensive
  - A review should only contain one rating for each trait
  - A review only needs to use a subset of the traits
  - The number of possible traits may change, at least during the experimental stage
print_average_reviews

• For each movie, totals the scores for each trait, assuming that omitted scores are 0
• Divides these scores by the total number of reviews
• Prints these averages
File I/O

- File Format
  - Each line is of the form:
    - Movie_Name + tab + feature:value + tab + feature:value...
    - Jurassic Park  'Physical Appearance Stereotype':8    'Inaccurate Science':9
  - Each line represents one review

- Writing to a file
  - Loop through the dictionary
    - For each key in the dictionary
      - For each item in the value of that key
        » Write out the key followed by feature value pairs
        » Feature value pairs are separated by a tab
        » Features are separated from values by ': '

- Reading from a file
  - For each line, update the dictionary:
    - Split the line at tabs, the first item is the key and the rest is the entry
    - The review is a dictionary based on the rest of the entry
      - Split each item in the entry at "::" to form keys and values
      - For each key, value, do entry[key] = value
    - If the key is already in the dictionary, append this review to the value
    - Otherwise add a new entry to the dictionary for this key, consisting of a list containing this review
Summary

- Sets and Dictionaries are both unordered collections of items
  - They are mutable
  - Items in sets and dictionaries are unique (unlike lists)
- Sets model the math object – not a main focus of this class
- Dictionaries provide a way of looking up items without reference to sequences
  - Even though some dictionaries could be ordered (words in alphabetic order), this would be inconvenient/inefficient for very large sequences
  - Other dictionary keys have no natural order
  - Useful for modeling systems requiring arbitrary lookup
- Modeling actual problems may require datastructures that combine the various data types that we have covered in this class
Homework

-